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The Futures of Construction Management Research 

Abstract 

Construction management is an internationally recognised area of research with an established 

and growing community of academics. It has grown from largely ‘research consultancy’ 

activities to additionally attracting significant amounts of academic research funding and has, 

partially, moved away from its applied, engineering dominated origins to increasingly engage 

with, and contribute to, mainstream academic debates in business and management, economics 

and the social sciences. It has, as such, become an academic field in its own right. However, 

recent dynamics within both university institutions and national economies are changing the 

landscape of construction management research. A blurring of traditional university boundaries, 

reprioritisation of research funding and increasing emphasis on national and international 

rankings have led to increased pressure on individual academics and the community they 

constitute. Drawing on scenario development we ask what, in the face of a turbulent 

environment, might the futures of construction management research be? Four potential futures 

for construction management research are outlined, depicted as four potential scenarios: 

convergence, retrenchment, disappearance and hybridisation. These describe potential 

outcomes from the institutional dynamics currently at play. The intention is neither to predict 

the future, nor to prioritise one scenario over another, but to open a debate on the institutional 

pressures the field is facing, and what the outcomes might be.  
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Introduction 

Since the 1970’s, construction management (CM) has emerged as an internationally recognised 

area of research with a recognisable and growing community of academics. Over this period, 

construction management research (CMR) has grown from largely ‘research consultancy’ 

activities to additionally attracting comparatively large amounts of research funding, and has 

partially moved away from its applied, engineering dominated, origins to increasingly engage 

with, and contribute to, mainstream academic debates in business and management, economics, 

and the social sciences [note: CM is here positioned as related to, but distinctively separate 

from, construction technology. CMR constitutes management and organisational research in 

construction]. However, recent dynamics within both university institutions and national 

economies are now changing the landscape of construction management research. Noticeably, 

universities in general are in transition (Göransson and Brundenius, 2011). Increased 

competition for student recruitment has led to a growing emphasis on national and international 

rankings with associated pressures on individual academics to publish in pre-defined areas, and 

commercialise and ‘spin out’ research activities (Chan, 2012; Rauhvargers, 2013). 

Concomitantly, in many parts of the world the recent economic crisis has not only stunted 

growth of construction sectors, but also resulted in a reprioritisation of research funding.  

In the face of this turbulent environment it is worth posing the question of what the futures of 

construction management research might be. This paper builds on Authors (2007; 2008) in 

illuminating and unpicking emerging trends and how these can come to affect the CMR 

community at large. It follows on from the longstanding debates around the nature, purpose and 

future of academia that have been held within mainstream management circles (e.g. Pfeffer, 

1993; Gulati, 2007; Learmouth et al., 2012), as well as more recent contributions in adjacent 

sub-fields such as: strategic management (e.g. Nag et al., 2007), supply chain management (e.g. 

Sanders et al., 2013), and most prominently project management (e.g. Horner Reich et al., 



2013; Söderlund and Bakker, 2014; Bresnen, 2016). The aim is to account for the potential 

effects of a number of emerging trends and contribute to the nascent discussion on the future 

directions of CMR in this journal (e.g. Bresnen, 2017; Koskela, 2017; Leiringer and Dainty, 

2017). 

Our starting point is a broad sketch of the origins and development of CMR. We note that 

traditional construction management researchers have increasingly become more focused on 

issues related to more mainstream management and organisation studies. Furthermore, there has 

been a steady influx of researchers from a variety of disciplinary backgrounds finding their 

home within the CM domain, as well as researchers from other disciplines showing an 

increased interest in construction in their studies of management and organisation (Schweber 

and Leiringer, 2012). We make the case that even if it is not always possible to provide clear 

boundaries around what is to be included in the term construction management, the necessary 

characteristics for it to be considered an academic field exist. Following on from this a 

framework is presented that allows for the dynamics affecting CMR to be examined at three 

different abstraction levels: network, institutional and external. The argument then turns to the 

many co-existing pressures that CM academics face and an attempt is made to position these 

against increasingly noticeable trends within and outside the university system. Drawing on 

principles taken from the intuitive logics school of scenario planning we develop four potential 

future scenarios for CMR: convergence, retrenchment, disappearance and hybridisation. The 

objective is not to draw strict conclusions or prioritise one scenario over another, but to begin 

an open debate on the heterogeneous and contradictory pressures being faced within CMR, 

some of their possible outcomes and the future of this comparatively young academic field.  

 

 



Construction management research  

Although there are several examples of early chairs in building economics ( Bröchner, 2009), 

CMR has its home within the engineering sphere (Asforth, 2009). It has frequently been 

associated with the more technical disciplines (Langford, 2009), and has been dominated by the 

‘engineering paradigm’ of knowledge creation; i.e. the application of scientific knowledge in an 

applied domain (Stokes, 1997; Becher and Trowler 2001) utilising positivist and quantitative 

approaches (Fellows and Liu, 1997). However, over time, the breadth and scope of what is 

commonly included in the term construction management has expanded. Long gone are the 

days when it was an extension of operations management in the construction context, even if 

there are still debates as to the extent of methodological variety within the field (cf. Dainty, 

2008). CMR is today populated by individuals with vastly varying backgrounds who do not 

necessarily share the same ontological and epistemological perspectives regarding the methods 

they mobilise and the products that their work generates (Schweber, 2015). This has resulted in 

a broad and heterogeneous body of knowledge built upon findings from studies conducted 

through a plethora of approaches based on diverse, and competing, theoretical underpinnings 

(Dainty, 2007; Fernie and Leiringer, 2009). Hence, on the surface there is little that connects 

many of the CM academics in terms of background and beliefs on how research should be 

carried out. Yet, they do nonetheless coalesce to form recognisable organisations – e.g. research 

groups, divisions, departments, schools and faculties. On a bigger scale, rather than necessarily 

being united by a common understanding, CM academics are joined together by a system of 

social relations. They regularly interact through multiple activities such as: the refereeing 

process; co-authorship of books and conference and journal articles; visiting professorships; the 

external examination system; membership of various committees and professional bodies; 

national and international conferences and; numerous seminars, panels and events. 

Accordingly, it is possible to conceptualise CMR as an arena with particular co-evolved logics 



representative of the configuration, coherence, interests and formation of its members over time 

(cf. Oliver and Montgomery, 2008). Hence, while there might not be a clear cut definition of 

the term ‘construction management’, CMR can nonetheless be conceptualised as an academic 

field in its own right, with a relatively easily defined membership and set of social dynamics 

(cf. Whitley, 1984).  

Conceptualising the field - networks, institutions and the external environment 

For the purposes of this paper we find Whitley’s (1984) definition of fields to be particularly 

useful. He defines an academic field as a social organisation of academics engaged in both the 

pursuit of novelty and the collective production of knowledge, revolving around a reputational 

system which confers recognition for contributing to that body of knowledge. Hence, in this 

definition the field is not dependent on any distinction between types of knowledge produced, 

such as pure versus applied, or methodological coherence. Instead, it is created by reputational 

and bureaucratic structures, and networks around academic activity.  

Whitley identifies three broad sets of dynamics that affect the academic field. The first of these 

is centred on ‘networks’. Field cohesion is formed through a diverse variety of strongly or 

weakly tied networks, without which the field will break up. The relative cohesion of field and 

the field-based elites who confer reputational recognition are, therefore, important determinants 

for whether the field is strongly bounded, or more loosely organised. However, too much 

coherence restricts the ability to contribute acceptable new knowledge. This is not to say that 

the type of knowledge and the way it is produced is not important. There is a tension between 

the uncertain outcomes of the pursuit of novelty through scholarship, and the production of 

knowledge which aligns with collectively accepted norms, approaches or concepts. Indeed, this 

could, arguably, lead to the adoption of research techniques, which match the academic 

network reputational criteria, over individual interests or relevance to the research problem. 



Irrespective, the conferring of recognition through networks of academic peers is a key feature 

of field membership. 

With a few obvious exceptions (e.g. research institutes), the majority of research active 

academics are located within university (Higher Education) institutions, which play a 

significant part in the constitution and dynamics of the field. Thus, the structure and operation 

of the university adds a second set of ‘institutional’ dynamics alongside the network. These 

institutional dynamics partly support the reputational system, but also impose a level of 

bureaucratic control over the employed academics, in terms of imperatives around, for example: 

income generation or preferred funders, interdisciplinary initiatives, commodification of 

research outputs, or even development of new markets for undergraduate teaching. A clear goal 

for the institution is also the reduction of risk with associated attempts to make the pursuit of 

novelty more predictable and, therefore, manageable and repeatable. This is exercised through 

the ability to control resources and incentivise particular activities, but brings with it a tension 

between control and academic freedom to pursue new ideas as well as a potential conflict 

between the field and the institution. 

Academics are subjected to reputational and regulatory pressures, such as research assessment 

exercises, publishing conventions and promotion boards. But the pressures are not only 

academic, whether reputational or bureaucratic. Research in an applied domain, such as 

construction management, requires external participants, i.e. individuals, organisations and 

sectors who see value in the work. Such actors have their own ideas about the function and 

contribution of the academic community spanning the spectrum from an interest in long term, 

theoretically informed research, to short term, problem solving with direct impact. This points 

towards a third set of dynamics influencing the academic field – the ‘external’ pressures of 

industry, government, funders and other consumers of research outputs. These may be more or 

less aligned with both network and institutional dynamics. University strategies around research 



income are, for example, continually redrawn to resonate with government policy or funding 

initiatives, and ‘research friendly’ high profile industrialists are prevalent in research settings. 

But these external dynamics are, nonetheless, recognisable as influences on the constitution, 

development and continuation of the field as a whole.  

Combining network, institutional and external types of control, as outlined above, provides a 

basis for a tripartite framework of field level dynamics, which allows the teasing apart of a host 

of different factors, drivers and pressures in order to think about future developments. By 

distinguishing between research network, university institutional, and external / industry 

dynamics, the framework moves beyond the relevance versus rigour debate, which has been 

well rehearsed over the past few decades in management circles (cf. Hammersly, 2000; 

Pettigrew, 2001; Starkey and Madden, 2001). It does so by making a distinction between 

reputational and bureaucratic control, rather than characterising the dynamics of research as a 

tension between academia and industry. This is important as, whilst it is clear that for research 

to be relevant and academically sound it needs to be credible in both locations, the mechanisms 

through which credibility is endowed are not unproblematically aligned to each. The framework 

is, thus, useful as it allows for greater acknowledgement of how reputational recognition and 

credibility (Breslau, 1997) is gained. In short, the framework allows a more nuanced 

acknowledgement of academic and external pressures. In the following sections we give an 

account for how the three dynamics play out in CMR, and map out the emerging trends and the 

current pressures within the three sets of dynamics that affect recognition and credibility in the 

field. We do so in recognition that these different trends align and support each other, as well as 

contradict and cause tension. We concentrate on publishing and evaluation of research, the 

tension between research and teaching, and the forever evolving impact agenda.  

 



Exploring the dynamics of the CMR Field 

Publishing and Research Evaluation 

Within academia established reputational sources of credibility are underpinned by a 

disciplinary structuring of knowledge and peer review. Historically, academia has revolved 

around a number of more or less internally consistent and relatively homogenous social and 

organisational structures (Whitley, 1984; Breslau 1997). However, the balance between pursuit 

of novelty and new knowledge and regulatory institutional pressures is gradually changing. 

Most noticeably, reputational credibility is increasingly dependent on journal rankings and 

citation indicators. For universities, in general, citations and journal rankings are now 

increasingly used as an index of institutional quality and as a means to establish prestige 

(Bornmann et al. 2013; Rauhvargers, 2013). The ‘value’ and ‘quality’ of a publication is 

measured against the perceived quality of the journal it is published in, the number of citations 

it gets, and a variety of time related indexes (van Raan, 2005; Rauhvargers, 2013). It follows 

that, publications in high ranking outlets and citations accrued by academic units are 

significantly related to rankings of their academic quality (Judge et al., 2007). Even if there are 

alternatives, such as ‘SCImago Journal Rank’, the Thomson Reuters1 (Web of Science) ‘Journal 

Citation Reports’, with all its flaws (see for example Macdonald and Kam (2010) for an 

extensive critique), has become a dominant measure and is recognised in most countries.  

Several key institutional trends are shaped by (and reinforce) the above view of academic 

credibility. For example, evaluations of ‘research excellence’, in various guises, are becoming 

ever more common across the world (e.g. Australia, Hong Kong, Italy, Portugal and United 

Kingdom). In general, these are predominantly based on assessment of publications, and the 

results have a significant impact on the allocation of state funds. Publications, and in particular 

citations, are also significant factors in broader based University ranking exercises; e.g. 



counting for appr. 36% of the total score within the Times Higher Education rankings (THE, 

2014). A further example is the emphasis and weight given to publications and citation indexes 

by major funding bodies, not least national research councils. This is evident in the assessment 

of research proposals, but is also prevalent in various national ratings of individual academics, 

e.g. the National System of Investigators of the Agencia Nacional de Investigación e 

Innovación in Uruguay (SNI, 2016) and the NRF Rating by National Science Foundation in 

South Africa (NRF, 2016).  

All in all, the above described developments lead to mounting network and institutional 

pressures on individuals to publish. More specifically, it has led to the development of official 

and sometimes highly unofficial reward systems that incentivise (or coerce depending on the 

view taken) authors to publish in certain types of outlets. The end result is a university system 

where publications, citations and impact factors are intrinsically linked with the procedures of 

appointment, promotion, pay and external funding decisions. This is a development that is, 

arguably, rather more towards heavy handed bureaucratic control than flexibility to pursue 

novel ideas and new opportunities through research.  

For established academic disciplines and mature fields the above depicted developments 

provide a rather consistent playing field. Even if some disciplines have proven to be more 

resilient against the increased use of metrics, there is a recognisable quality distinction between 

higher and lower rated journals in a particular domain, and there is critical mass around specific 

approaches and theoretical positions. This enables a more coherent, stable and over time 

cumulative peer network. In CM, however, the ideas of disciplinary structuring through 

reputation are not at all straightforward. To start, the diversity of epistemological and 

ontological positions of the field’s academics and the variety in research topics and theoretical 

underpinnings characterises research outputs and, ultimately, hampers the accumulation of a 

homogenous knowledge base. Second, the development of narrower, specialist journals, such as 



those seen in organisational studies, have been difficult to sustain in CM. Indeed, development 

has, over the past decade, seemingly gone the opposite way with a proliferation of broad all-

encompassing CM journals with very little differentiation in terms of scope. The corollary is 

that the dense referential networks that characterise established academic disciplines are much 

less evident in CMR, as evidenced by the low number of journals that are included in the Web 

of Science. 

It is, therefore, not clear how a CMR academic gains high institutional credibility while 

publishing within the CM field. It further follows that the way in which these current ‘rules of 

the game’ are evolving unavoidably puts the CMR unit as a whole at a disadvantage against 

many other departments and faculties. A logical response, which is increasingly finding 

traction, is for CM academics to attempt to publish in ‘ranked’ journals outside the field, and to 

participate in conferences in more mainstream organisational, management and engineering 

areas. This is, however, not necessarily straightforward as it can necessitate changes in content, 

methods and presentation. Indeed, it is the same dynamics of gaining reputation being played in 

a different set of networks. It also risks the coherence of the field-level CMR network as those 

who are successful start to engage with, and move into, other competing fields.  

Teaching and Practice 

Notwithstanding the above, it is important to stress that research is not the only way which field 

dynamics affect CMR academics. The competition for attracting students is fierce. The 

importance of publications in establishing university rankings has clearly grown, but teaching 

remains central to a university’s success in this competition. This has brought with it other, 

rather inconsistent, institutional demands regarding the focus of research and dissemination of 

outputs. Academics are expected to respond to new and emerging problems and to engage with 

current non-academic priorities. At the same time, academic institutions are expected to provide 



a relatively stable platform of knowledge (i.e. text-book learning) in digestible chunks, which 

informs, and sometimes even constitutes, the activities, problems and contexts of ‘construction’ 

and ‘construction management’. This brings tensions between training students to become 

effective practitioners and providing an academic education. This is not least apparent in the 

professional accreditation processes. There is now even evidence towards academic units in 

countries that do not subscribe to the professional system starting to look for professional 

accreditation for their courses as a means to remain competitive on the international scene. For 

example, in an interview, the Dean of the School of Architecture and the Built Environment, 

KTH Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm describes seeking international accreditation 

for domestic courses as a way of attracting international students (Hult, 2010).  

Somewhat paradoxically, it has long been argued that university teaching in general, and 

management education in particular, does not provide industry with individuals possessing the 

relevant skills to increase firms’ competitive edge (e.g. Linder and Smith, 1992; Pfeffer and 

Fong, 2004). But it remains the case that the success of university institutions is, largely, 

governed by the attraction of students, which is, in no small way, derived from the 

employability of graduates with qualifications from specific schools or universities. Also, worth 

remembering here is the increased financial significance of the provision of self-funded courses 

as well as continuous professional development (CPD) and company-bespoke courses (at times 

at the scale of academies) offered and accredited by universities. This involves a greater 

convergence between external and institutional reputation. 

Research and external stakeholders; the impact agenda 

Examining the status of research outside of academia we find that it is more heterogeneous than 

within the academic reputational system. External credibility and recognition is conferred by 

multiple groups, including advisory panels, private and governmental research funders, industry 



spokespersons and practitioners etc. In business (broadly defined), credibility comes from the 

practical (and non-academic) implications of research, and from its utility as a resource for 

controlling, influencing or understanding business contexts. Thus, looking at academic outputs 

from an industry perspective it is clear that the effectiveness of the resultant outputs in actually 

impacting on industry and society is not deducible from citation indexes or journal rankings. 

Furthermore, it is indubitable that few in industry would ever worry about citations, or which 

journals academics choose to publish in. Much more important are the direct benefits that might 

accrue from the research outputs and the perceived competitive advantages that these might 

bring. In terms of framing research potential impact is good, but easily identified benefits are 

better. There is little doubt that industry prefers short term solutions ahead of potential for long-

term impact, and that there is a link between external credibility and the ability to provide such 

solutions. Research closely focused on solving current industry problems and, hence, with 

supposedly high relevance, is also seemingly favoured from a policy and funding perspective 

(Fernie et al., 2006; Green, 2011). Here, recent trends towards increased emphasis on match 

funding by national research bodies can be argued to be further increasing industry influence on 

academic research. For instance, the UK’s Innovate UK funding board requires industry led 

proposals with matched funding from private companies, with academic institutions posited as 

supporting partners. 

In light of the above, it is not farfetched to argue that there is growing congruence between 

institutional bureaucratic pressure and external reputation. Research impact on industry and 

society is clearly an increasingly important measure for university ranking and income. But this 

risks moving further away from peer networks awarding reputation based on novelty. 

Furthermore, increasingly there are moves to physically bring academia and industry closer 

together and there are emerging trends towards blurring out the traditional university 

boundaries. This takes many forms, but is noticeable in: the provision of space for start-up 



companies on university campuses; the establishment of science parks on or near university 

grounds; and the co-location of commercial organisations and academic units. There is also an 

increasing trend towards industry facing education with universities moving beyond offering 

various forms of CPD courses and part-time degrees towards bespoke MSc courses with 

organisations guaranteeing a fixed number of students per year, and even the delivery of 

specially tailored ‘academies’ by one or several universities for public as well as private sector 

organisations. Examples of the latter include the public sector National Academy for Project 

Management (Neerlands Diep) and the private sector Shell Project Academy, in the 

Netherlands. Universities are also increasingly moving into areas such as spin-off 

commercialisation of research outputs and consultancy. Indeed, ‘enterprise’, commercial as 

well as social, has become a key strategic theme in many universities.  

The corollary for the CMR field of the above described trends is that academics increasingly 

have to sell their ideas (and themselves) to a range of potential customers in competition with 

other players in turbulent and increasingly overlapping marketplaces. It is not quite so simple as 

offering distinctive qualities or ‘unique selling points’ of academic research – which 

traditionally has tended to be its scholarly rigour; its particular (non-business based) approach 

to understanding; and its commitment to long-term knowledge development. While this might 

represent a greater convergence between external and institutional reputation, it is still some 

distance from the network reputation system constituted by academic peers.  

Four future scenarios for the CMR community 

If the discussion above tells us anything, it is that construction management as a field of 

enquiry is dynamic, and currently facing a number of pressures which cannot simply be 

accounted for as academic versus industry priorities. In the past, we have described how 

individual academics respond to these pressures as ‘playing the game’ (cf. Authors, 2008). By 



this we do not mean practices such as writing- and citation ‘clubs’, and over-use of data sets 

across multiple publications. Nor do we mean chasing citations through social media marketing. 

Our argument has been that CM researchers, in general, are very good at working with industry 

and getting research funding. Indeed, many researchers and research institutions pride 

themselves on developing and maintaining long-term relations with both research funders and 

industry partners. We have further argued that CM academics are more or less sensitive to the 

larger contexts in which sectors, businesses and other institutions, such as universities and 

research councils, operate, and that most try to take measures to position their research 

accordingly. Thus, our view has been that CM academics have adapted to existing and 

emerging pressures by playing multiple games across different stakeholder arenas. It is through 

concerted efforts to play these multiple games that ideas and outputs are constituted and 

transformed as they go through processes of funding, researching and publishing.  

This argument has, however, revolved around the plight of the individual academic and it is 

clear that there are some potential structural risks in this. Swinging too far towards impact and 

relevance can come at the price of drifting away from the epistemic terrains of academic 

research (cf. Elzinga, 1985). Too far the other way potentially removes CM scholars from both 

their empirical context and their market for graduates. CMR is a relatively new field, but 

neither of these options feel sustainable in the long term. So, instead, we now begin to 

tentatively extrapolate some of these dynamics – the pressures around publishing and funding, 

the increasing external emphasis on ‘impact’ or relevance, and the shifting landscapes of 

construction sectors – from a CM field perspective, rather than at the individual level. 

Our approach draws on the main principles from the intuitive logics school of scenario 

development (Amer et al., 2013). This is a highly subjective and qualitative approach, which 

allows us to derive a qualitative set of plausible scenarios together with their implications in a 

narrative form (ibid.).We would stress here that these scenarios are not predictions, and we are 



not trying to propose any scenario over another, or give providence to any particular 

reputational control mechanism. Nor are we trying to privilege any set of activities over 

another. Furthermore, we are not claiming that the sorts of activities variously described below 

are novel or our own invention; they are, in one form or another and to varying degrees, 

happening already (in CMR as well as in other domain based research fields). But as tools for 

thinking about the continual development of CMR these scenarios demonstrate, if nothing else, 

the range of potential futures ahead. So, based on our mapping of trends across the three 

abstraction levels and taking into consideration both reputational and bureaucratic controls, we 

suggest four potential narratives of the future below; convergence, retrenchment, 

disappearance and hybridisation. 

Convergence 

This scenario considers the harmonisation of the body of knowledge and sets of research 

problems around which CMR might be oriented. The development of disciplines can be roughly 

characterised as moving towards increasing specialisation and fragmentation, for instance into 

various sub-disciplines, or as converging on a set of specific problems, epistemological 

positions and empirical spaces (cf. Abott, 2001, Pfeffer, 1993). Indeed, Kuhn’s model of 

‘normal science’ describes the slow accumulation of new knowledge around established and 

consensual theoretical positions – paradigmatic revolutions are both few and far between. Thus, 

in this scenario there is a consensus on the core topics and problems that CMR is concerned 

with, as well as on the methodological approaches and theoretical positions to address them. 

There is also a set of distinct construction management journals in which research findings are 

disseminated; and consensus will have materialised around a series of ‘classics’ that set the 

paradigm for the subject, and for a highly coherent field. 



The consistent calls for the CM community to become more cumulative in its knowledge 

production, and to stop reinventing long-standing problems and repeating existing research 

studies, could be one driver to bring about this scenario. Another driver might be the 

institutional pressures to position research intensive CM schools, departments and divisions as 

having a distinct and clear identity within the university, in order to compete for internal 

resources and support. The need to improve citation rates is a further potential driver – a shift 

towards a narrower and more incremental agenda would lead to more consistent and regular 

citation of previous related work. In terms of industry relevance, the continual search for 

improvement would presumably find favour across large swathes of any construction sector. 

However, this needs to be approached with caution. Existing, similar work may seem alluring 

and straightforward in terms of application, but the actual uptake of academically derived 

redesign of construction firms or processes has been limited. 

In research terms, this scenario implies shared approaches and languages to enable gradual 

accumulation and incremental additions to an accepted knowledge base. As a field, CM 

becomes more cohesive, homogeneous and clearly differentiated from related sub-disciplines 

(such as social science management and organisation studies). In terms of funding, the research 

agenda, certainly, would reflect an emphasis on impact, and a coherent voice might have more 

persuasive power in terms of expressing the need for research funding. CM journals would 

become similarly more coherent and cohesive, with the potential to compete on reputation with 

more ‘mainstream’ journals on the basis of increased citation rates and various impact factors. 

A strongly focused field would lead to journals that reflect and represent this focus. Where 

exactly the main focus would be put is, however, by no means evident. But there has always 

been an extensive amount of research around improvement and efficiency issues within 

construction management, such as learning across projects, critical success factors for projects 

or firms, productivity (at organisational and sectorial levels) and so on, which, implicitly or 



otherwise, generally adopts a positivistic and instrumental / rational perspective. This 

application of, broadly, operations management oriented approaches could come to define a 

coherent research agenda for the CMR field. However, this would narrow the opportunities for 

diversity and, in a community sense, risks the ostracising of those few voices which speak 

outside of the accepted majority. Indeed, one of the key characteristics of CMR is its diversity, 

and the way it (sometimes well, sometimes less well) draws on a whole range of supporting 

disciplines.  

Retrenchment 

The relatively short history of CMR can be characterised as moving from an initial focus on 

supporting industry, through consultancy, provision of specialist expertise and response to 

emerging sectoral or policy shifts, to one where the field looks outside of itself and engages 

with theories, methodological approaches and debates outside of construction management – 

whether within the social sciences, organisational studies or elsewhere. Retrenchment describes 

a scenario where the CM field withdraws from the pursuit of ‘pure’ funding, academically 

oriented publication and research drawing on established disciplines. As such, it is something 

like a return to the roots for the field. It moves away from ‘academic’ funding and research 

programmes towards a core of delivery of industry-approved teaching and shorter-term 

consultancy activities for the construction sector. Strong and successful undergraduate and 

post-graduate recruitment and education delivery keeps construction management’s identity and 

positioning within universities as both an income generator and a provider of specialist 

education. Closeness to industry remains and, if anything, the gap between university and 

practice is reduced. Consultancy and the provision of specialist expertise to the industry for 

more short-term oriented problems become the main non-teaching activities for CM academics. 

Journals become much more practitioner-oriented, reporting case studies or developments 



within the sector, with less emphasis on drawing on or standing alongside academic 

perspectives and theories from other disciplines.  

There are several drivers that might lead to this scenario. To start, it is a fact that construction 

management research is not highly cited outside of CM journals and, accordingly, not seen 

externally as contributing to debates in more established disciplines. Furthermore, publishing in 

high quality journals outside of CM is a real challenge, which demands a shift in research 

designs as well as in the presentation of academic research. Indeed, the reputation-building 

activities, which are part and parcel of the academic profession (as well as of career 

advancement), are time consuming as it is, let alone taking on other disciplines. The resulting 

lack of publications in high impact journals, and citations thereof, is increasingly likely to 

impact on funding possibilities. The competition for funding is increasing, and the lack of 

reputation, profile and disciplinary background can act as a barrier to CM academics accessing 

funding sources more usually associated with either social science or hard-engineering / 

science. Developments in national and international university rankings, with citations 

becoming a key indicator, also serve to undermine CMR’s standing within the university 

institution. However, the community would always be required to teach and train the emerging 

generations of construction professions and provide specific post-graduate training. This 

requires an understanding of the industry that the graduates will enter. It also requires the 

continual development of sector specific knowledge and capabilities as the sector itself evolves 

– making external reputation important. A move towards more industry-centred, practically 

relevant teaching would, thus, also lead to reprioritising research efforts in order to satisfy 

busy, and experienced, professionals. 

In many ways this looks like a healthy scenario for the CMR field, with a combination of a 

strong institutional position and closeness (and hence relevance) to industry. However, this 

potentially spells the end of the nascent development of CM as an academic discipline with its 



own body of knowledge, set of approaches and character. It could also lead to a potentially 

tenuous position for academic units in institutions which consider themselves more ‘research 

active’. Given the fact that national league tables tend to privilege these in the rankings, it 

might eventually damage the academic reputation of CM education programmes within the 

sector. Individuals might also find themselves forced to change job titles as to ‘fly under the 

radar’ in research assessment and ranking exercises. A further risk with being overly close to 

industry, and responsive to industry demands, is continuing to follow whatever fads, fashions or 

policy improvement agendas that are rolled out (cf. Green, 1998). Chasing relevance would 

remove a small but important function of the field; that of being a critical voice of both policy 

and the activities of the sector, and an advocate of those who run counter to the instrumental 

rhetoric of ‘business’. 

Disappearance 

It is not far-fetched to describe CMR as having occupied a rather uncertain space in academia, 

juggling industry relevance while competing in a crowded academic space of two to four year 

publication processes, large data sets, disciplinary conventions and, not least, a diverse set of 

similar (but perhaps more established) research fields. Competing in the various established 

disciplinary spaces is a significant challenge, but in this scenario, as a field (rather than 

individually), CMR is successful. Success in this sense means answering to bureaucratic and 

network controls by: publishing, and being cited, in mainstream social science and organisation 

journals, rather than construction management specialist journals; securing the majority of the 

research income from social science funding bodies; and establishing CMR as a community of 

academics, which makes substantive contributions to debates about individuals, organisations, 

and society. In other words, it means construction management dissipating as a distinct entity, 

with academics and research moving from more or less dedicated construction management 

units into business schools, social science and engineering faculties/departments. Mainstream 



journal outlets, general funding and broad academic quality become the benchmarks for 

success. 

This scenario is driven by, on the one hand, the pressure to chase funding opportunities outside 

the CM domain and, on the other, the chase for citations and publishing in highly rated 

academic journals – with all the necessary changes in research designs and views on knowledge 

accumulation that it entails. It suggests a disconnect between research and teaching, with the 

latter’s focus on providing transferable skills and sector specific practical knowledge. It also 

represents a risk to the specific industry connectivity the CMR community currently enjoys. In 

other words, academic credibility as constituted by peers together with bureaucratic pressures 

has taken the upper hand over external pressures. Research, then, becomes longer term and 

further removed from the messy everyday realities of construction, and much more oriented to a 

different academic community. Indeed, the full implication is that the CMR field merges with, 

or is subsumed within, more established academic disciplines. A first step could be through 

joining university cross-departmental research institutes. In research output terms, specialist 

construction management journals also disappear as academics relocate to non-CM units and 

submit to non-CM publications. Ultimately, construction management as an area with a distinct 

identity and existence inside universities disappears. The community becomes a diaspora across 

a range of different disciplines and institutional departments. Construction becomes just an 

empirical domain, the subject of academic scrutiny from organisation scholars and social 

scientists. CMR is no longer unique, although it does make a contribution to knowledge within 

these disciplines.  

This raises some fundamental issues regarding the CMR field. First, what would happen to the 

education programmes? We already hear of large consultant and contracting organisations who 

no longer want to recruit construction management graduates; rather they want to recruit civil 

engineers, architects or scientists, and then train them in management internally. At the same 



time, professional accreditation is increasingly prioritized. Construction management degrees 

are dependent on demand for graduates, if this demand declines, so too does student 

recruitment. Second, industry impact becomes a secondary concern to more introspective (and 

rigorous) academic research. The connectivity with the sector will, inevitably, be weakened 

through this; and although it removes the problem of becoming handmaidens to industry, the 

relatively unproblematic access currently enjoyed by many CM academics will become more of 

a challenge, and long term relationships difficult to establish and maintain. These two issues are 

intimately linked. A large part of the demand for graduates stems from the sector recognising 

that the field knows something about construction management, that it has a profile as a 

community contributing to the sector, and that it provides knowledge that the sector lacks. If 

this level of relevance and engagement is taken away, CMR’s reputation in industry could 

diminish and the demand decrease further. 

Hybridisation 

Following long standing discussions regarding knowledge production in general (e.g. Gibbons 

et al., 1994) and in management research in particular (e.g. Huff and Huff, 2001; Bresnen and 

Burell, 2013) there have been a number of discussions in recent years within construction 

management about the notion of co-production (e.g. Authors, 2008; Green et al., 2009; Stokes 

and Dainty, 2010). This is defined as the joint development of both research agendas and 

questions, and new knowledge which comes from it. Hybridization might be one way to 

describe the synthesis of the problems of relevance and rigour. Rather than take one over the 

other, or, indeed, try to do both simultaneously, research becomes an integrated process which 

clears the double hurdles (cf. Pettigrew, 1997; Markides, 2007). In this scenario CMR retains 

academic rigour, demonstrated through both the strength of specialist construction management 

journals and the community’s presence in mainstream social science and management fields, 

and the field demonstrates the academic and impact reputation necessary to maintain healthy 



streams of funding. Cross citation between construction management and other areas leads to 

the rise of higher impact-factor CM publications, and the positioning of construction 

management within the agendas of business schools and similar. Hybridisation, as such, is a 

scenario where CMR retains its distinctiveness, continues to respond and be close to industry 

issues and, at the same time, is able to attract academic funding and contribute to mainstream 

knowledge generation. 

What is significant here is that this scenario is not the same thing as combining all the ‘good 

bits’ of what the CM community already does. Instead, pushing the scenario further, it implies 

new ways of developing and conducting research, of producing new knowledge and achieving 

impact and quality. Future research agendas will not be developed independently or a priori, 

but emerge from the interaction between the industry and the CM community. Hence, 

academics will not be responding to specific problems, or policy and organisational agendas 

around efficiency, productivity, use of technology or whatever. Instead, they will be developing 

new questions, new foci and new approaches to enable responsiveness, continual feedback 

between participants, and the ability to flex with emerging challenges and interests. This 

requires not only a shift in the practices of the field, but also a shift in: funding and the 

structure and content of research proposals; a change in how journal articles are structured; and, 

not least importantly, in the expectations and practices of the industry. 

Such a significant change in practice also implies a significant change in the institutional 

accoutrements around them. It would necessitate a rethink of reputational recognition and 

enforce the development of new bureaucratic controls. Hence, this model of hybridization is 

hardly a good fit with the contours of existing CM units. Nor is it a good fit with existing social 

science or business schools. The nearest we possibly get to this scenario are university hospitals 

with a strong connection between research, teaching and practice. They, however, have the 

advantage of the well-established methodical approaches, and the cohesive, incremental 



knowledge production described in the convergence scenario. Admittedly, there are, as 

previously mentioned, tendencies for universities and industry to co-locate and physically come 

closer together. But can we imagine the corollary university contracting organisation or estates 

department, i.e. a hybrid academic department with academics and practitioners moving in and 

out, with activities of research, teaching and consultancy being indistinguishable from one 

another? This would mean a very different institutional business model for CM units. New 

models of funding will be needed, where a mix of government, sectoral and individual firm 

resources are combined. This implies quite a radical change; not only in allocation such as 

match-funded and industry-led research, but also in the ways funding achievements are 

recognised and rewarded in terms of career progression, resourcing and so on. A new model of 

research output is also implied outside of demonstrating a particular version of academic rigour. 

We are, effectively, producing a new type of knowledge that is neither academic nor practical. 

Hence, what at first appears a persuasive and sensible third way around the impact versus 

quality (relevance vs. rigour) debate in fact becomes the most ambitious scenario, and the least 

consistent with current trends. 

Discussion and concluding remarks 

While national and international contexts differ it is clear that CM academics, around the 

world, find themselves facing numerous challenges and inconsistent demands. Industry is often 

characterised as wanting easy, directly applicable solutions. Research funders want industry-

engaged, problem-solving research which demonstrates external non-academic impact on the 

one hand and publications in quality journals on the other; and their priorities and funding 

systems are forever changing in attempts to resonate with industry and government. 

Universities as employers, place pressure on researchers in the form of: winning funding; the 

quality dissemination of corpus knowledge through teaching; and publication of cutting edge 

research that both addresses industry problems and maintains and enhances the academic 



reputation of the institution. Established fields are pressured by university re-organisation; the 

abandonment of faculties, the re-organisation around interdisciplinary themes. It is clear that 

institutional pressures within the university system are increasing the importance of bringing in 

research funding and publishing in high impact journals. Concomitantly, the importance of 

abiding to external pressures, not least through closeness to industry, is at an all-time high as 

funding bodies increasingly look for co- or match funding from industry, and push for 

noticeable impact on business and society. A formidable hurdle for CMR, and arguably most 

other domain focused research, is that of achieving a closer integration with the wider base 

disciplines of the social sciences whilst, at the same time, retaining the field characteristic skills 

of high contextual knowledge and the ability to interact with industry (cf. Bresnen, 2017). In 

terms of raising reputational credibility in the academic arena increasing or expanding the 

domain of inquiry, such as going from project management to management of projects, or 

changing ‘the label on the jar’, e.g. rebranding from CM to ‘Built Environment’, might add to 

the perceived relevance in certain arenas. But it also dilutes the field in terms of shared logics, 

whether social or intellectual, and does not address the issue of publishing in any way. 

Conversely, a case can be made for that some of the nested fields within CMR, such as for 

example Lean Construction, are in a stronger position here as they arguably have a stronger 

methodological coherence. However, such nested fields might well not be big enough to survive 

on their own.  

One solution might be to think of CMR as having a certain amount of ‘interpretive flexibility’ 

(cf. Bijker 1992) to allow it to be shaped or mutated in different ways according to its intended 

audiences. However, beneath this flexibility must lie core research activities representing the 

real and autonomous interests of academics. Questions, therefore, arise of precisely how much 

flexibility the ‘core’ research inherently has to have and to what extent the shaping of research 

ideas can be separated from the research process itself. And how would we avoid the problem 



that in attempting to satisfy multiple audiences, the research itself becomes somewhat diluted or 

stretched, and thereby loses or changes its focus – Elzinga’s (1985) ‘epistemic drift’? As the 

priorities of academic institutions shift in responding to new external pressures, for instance 

demands from government to engage more with industry or to demonstrate the non-academic 

relevance of research, so too do their research agendas and research processes.  

Here we have tried to map out existing and emerging trends on a research network, university 

institutional, and external / industry dynamics level. Our approach to scenario planning does 

not provide any scenario that is likelier than the others. Instead, this paper is about raising 

questions and has been written from a self-consciously confrontational perspective. The aim 

has been to illuminate the structures that govern the CM academic field and explore the 

potential impacts thereof. Given the nature of the exercise we are certain that there are trends 

that we have missed and that we might well have up- or down played the importance of some of 

those that we have reported on. Furthermore, we are sensitive to the fact that they will play out 

differently across countries and regions, even if one of the fundamental attributes of the CMR 

field is its international peer network. What we have done is to take these trends and explored 

what would happen if they appear in different configurations and with different degrees of 

importance given to them by the CMR field.  

We have refrained from getting into a discussion about what is right and what is wrong; or what 

is good and what is bad. Our contribution, such as it is, is moving beyond a bifurcated debate 

between industry relevance and academic rigour, replacing it with a more finely grained 

framework which accounts for the synergies and tensions between a range of institutional, 

network and external dynamics impacting on academic activity. But if we do claim to make a 

strong argument here, it is that the CMR community as a field, in the light of current trends, is 

not capable of continuing to play multiple games, and that whatever the alternatives may be, the 



field is in a crucial period of transition. Our hope is that this stimulates debate and, hence, 

contributes to the development of the field.  
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ENDNOTE 

1. Thomson Reuters sold the Web of Science in July 2016.  
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